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Databasing molecular neuroimaging studies
Issues in databasing information from the human molecular neuroimaging
literature are:
1. Find a suitable representation for the data: How should the results
from a typical molecular neuroimaging study be represented?
2. Construct information retrieval tools: Is it possible, e.g., to find “Re-
lated Articles” based on the quantitative neuroimaging results pre-
sented in papers?
3. Construct analysis tools: Is it possible to develop methods to extract
information across studies?
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(Fox and Lancaster, 1994).
Search on “Related Articles”
based on stereotaxic coordi-
nates possible (Nielsen and
Hansen, 2004).
Multivariate analysis of ab-
tract text and voxelized stereo-
taxic coordinates (Nielsen et al.,
2004; Nielsen et al., 2005)
Available on the Internet in
HTML and XML (Nielsen,
2003).
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Handling molecular neuroimaging
Most molecular imaging studies relies on analysis of values from brain
regions and report descriptive statistics for these values. There are not
many voxel-based studies reporting in stereotaxic space, thus the standard
Brede Database framework cannot be used.
There are two significant difficulties when comparing molecular neuroimag-
ing studies:
1. Regions differ between studies: E.g., some include values for “tem-
poral cortex” others do not. Solution: Build a taxonomy for brain
regions and use imputation.
2. Measured and reported values differ between studies and they are
not comparable: Tracers and receptors; transport rates (e.g., K1),
distribution volume, binding potentials; different methods to compute
the values. Solution: Use some kind of normalization.
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Entry of data
Information from molecular neuroimaging studies are entered in much
the same way as for stereotaxic coordinate-based studies using the Brede
Toolbox (Nielsen and Hansen, 2000).
Instead of stereotaxic coordinate the reported regional value is entered as
well as an identifier for the associated item in a brain region taxonomy.
Extra information include bibliographic information and description of the
experiment, such as tracer and scanner. Furthermore the experiment
is linked to items in a taxonomy for so-called “external components”,
which, e.g., relate the individual neuroreceptors in a directed acyclic graph
(Nielsen, 2005).
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Left posterior cingulate gyrus
WOROI: 7 
Right posterior cingulate gyrus
Hierarchical taxonomy
of brain regions records
which brain areas are






available in a specific
study these are used
to define a value for
“limbic lobe” — if
this is not available.
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Brain region taxonomy in the Brede database
Brain region taxo-





responds to the item
in the taxonomy.
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Figure 1: For serotonin-2A part of the datamatrix X(32×80):
Original matrix: ≈ 13% defined. “One-back” imputation:
≈ 17% defined. Full forward/backward imputation: ≈ 64%
defined
When data from a number
of experiments are entered
a data matrix can be con-
structed:
X(experiments× regions),
where each row corresponds
to an “experiment” (e.g.,
computed values of bind-
ing across brain regions) and
where each column represents
a specific item in the brain re-
gion taxonomy.
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Data matrix
Further processing works on the data matrix
• By normalizing the values in a row, i.e., within an experiment.
• By imputation of the missing value in the matrix setting an element
based on the values of its taxonomic children, e.g., setting the value
of “cingulate gyrus” to the value of “posterior cingulate gyrus” if that
is defined.
• By excluding columns of the matrix (i.e. brain regions) so only key
brain regions, such as the lobes, remain.
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Normalization
Studentize values across Pn = |Pn| regions with the n’th experiment:













Conversion of data matrix to a “rank order data matrix”: X(N × P) →
X˜
(
N × P !
2(P−2)!
)




1 if xnp > xnp′
−1 if xnp < xnp′
0 otherwise,
(2)
where “otherwise” is with xnp = xnp′ or if any of the values for the two
regions p or p′ is not defined.
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The transformed data matrix
(Exp x woroi)−matrix [ X(73x114) ], row Z−score scaled, Full woroi imputation, submatrix [ X(73x10) ]
(38, 8) = (Epidepride binding to the D2 receptor, Pu): 1.362841














Restriction to key regions:
The 5 lobes, cerebellum, cau-
date, putamen, thalamus and
hippocampus: X(73× 10)
After full imputation and re-
striction to key regions: ≈
74% defined values
Outlying brain regions
(columns in the data matrix)
are: Cerebellum (blue),
Caudate and Putamen (red).
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Measuring difference between experiments
Comparison of two experiments represented in vectors xn and xm with












where Pnm = Pn ∩ Pm with centered data.
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Information retrieval performance




























Oneback imputation, key regions
Full imputation, key regions
Rank, Full imputation, corrcoef
Raw, inner product
Full imputation, inner product









efficient is the best
method.
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Example on “Related Experiments”
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Comparisons on serotonin-2A studies
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Clustering
K-means clustering capable of handling missing values in the data matrix
X(experiments× regions) (Wishart, 2003).
Clustering experiments
X = AC+U, (5)
where A contains assignments for experiments, C the pattern across brain
regions for prototypical tracers and U residuals.
. . . clustering brain regions
X = CA+U (6)
These kind of analyses have been made in humans and macaque with
autoradiography, e.g., (Ko¨tter et al., 2001).
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Clustering of experiments
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Clustering of brain regions
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Summary
Framework established for databasing molecular neuroimaging studies.
Possible to make information retrieval methods that work on the quanti-
tative region-based neuroimaging results.
Possible to make meta-analysis, e.g., by K-means clustering where exper-
iments or brain regions are clustered.
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